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360° Pentesting Course

Trainings-ID: PTC

Zum Seminar →

Das nehmen Sie mit
You will enjoy it! This all-round course teaches strategy and advanced techniques for

performing internal infrastructure as well as web application penetration testing in highly

secure environment.

This penetration testing course has been developed around professional penetration testing

and security awareness in the business and IT fields. During this course you will learn how to

pick the right methodology for your project and later on you will learn how to perform a

detailed reconnaissance on your target utilizing a vast range of tools and techniques,

including OSINT, SOCMINT, Google dorking and public services enumeration.

The course will also teach you the most demanded Windows infrastructure and web

applications penetration testing skills. Together we will prepare malicious payloads and

reverse shells. We will also learn how to create successful phishing campaigns and create

payloads utilizing o�ce suite macros. After we gain access to the target infrastructure, we will

learn how to perform further exploitation and privilege escalation to reach our goal.

In the latter part of the course we will focus on the web application penetration testing

aspects. Together we will review the key security issues related to web applications security

and exploit them in practice in CQURE’s custom-built training environment.

During this intense 5-day class we will also learn advanced features of industry-standard

tools such as the Kali Linux, Burp Suite, Bloodhound, Metasploit and the Wireshark.

To make sure that all participants gain the necessary infrastructure security concepts and

knowledge, our classes have an intensive hands-on labs format and we have prepared tons

of exercises that you will be able to perform even after the course concludes as we will grant

you an extra 3-weeks of lab access.

https://www.etc.at/training/ptc/
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The knowledge used to prepare the unique content of this amazing course has been

gathered during tons of penetration testing projects all around the world by CQURE’s world-

renowned Experts. The training will allow you to prepare for penetration testing projects or

red team exercises..

Every exercise is supported with lab instructions and multiple tools, both traditional and

specialized. CQURE trainers recommend students have some knowledge of security concepts,

such as operating system services and architecture. However, all required concepts will be

covered throughout the course.

Zielgruppen

Pen-testers

red teamers

Windows network administrators

security professionals

systems engineers

IT professionals

security consultants and other people responsible for implementing infrastructure security

Wichtige Informationen

Dieses Training wird in ENGLISCH gehalten!
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Termine & Optionen


